
Inclusive Economy Metric Set (U.S)
These metrics help companies focus their efforts to create an inclusive economy by creating opportunity for all, reducing inequality, 
and improving their performance on inclusion and diversity.  Of the more than 50 metrics on the B Impact Assessment related to an 
inclusive economy, these ~20 represent a breadth of high impact opportunities.  If you have suggestions for how to improve this metric 
set, please contact inclusion@bcorporation.net. 

Workplace

Professional Development 

Financial Services for Employees

Scheduling Flexibility

What % of full-time workers have participated in 
external professional development opportunities or 
lifelong learning opportunities in the past fiscal year?

Does your company provide any of the following 
financial products or services to help meet emergency 
needs of employees, discourage predatory lending, and/
or facilitate savings?

Does your company offer flexibility in your company’s 
scheduling process for hourly workers?

Upward mobility is as necessary as a living wage to foster inclusion.  
Employer-supported professional development can be a powerful 
accelerator of upward mobility, giving all employees access to new 
skills and opportunities.

Many employees live paycheck-to-paycheck, vulnerable to 
unexpected expenses that can wipe out savings.  Creating access to 
equitable short-term loans and long-term financial planning can help 
employees become more financially resilient.

Scheduling flexibility creates a more inclusive workplace by making 
it easier for employees to spend time with families, receive medical 
care, or fulfill other personal needs without sacrificing career success. 
Specific examples can be found in the B Impact Assessment.

Living Wage

Workforce Diversity

Diversity & Inclusion Trainings

Wage Equity Multiple

Worker Ownership 

Primary Caregiver Leave

Healthcare for Part-Time Workers

Job Flexibility

What % above living wage did your lowest-paid worker 
(excluding interns) receive during the last fiscal year?

What % of non-managerial full-time workers are women 
or individuals from minority or underrepresented 
populations? 

Does your company provide specific content in worker 
training on inclusion and diversity issues related to any 
of the following specific underrepresented groups?

What is the multiple of your company’s highest 
compensated individual (including bonus) compared to 
the lowest paid full-time worker?

What % of your company is owned by non-executive, 
non-founder, full-time workers?

What is the minimum number of weeks salaried workers 
receive for paid primary caregiver leave, either through 
the company or the government?

When do your company’s part-time workers qualify for 
health care benefits?

Does your company offer job flexibility options, 
whenever feasible, in writing and in practice for the 
majority of workers? It is a cornerstone of an inclusive economy to create jobs with 

dignity that afford workers the ability to provide themselves the basic 
necessities and comforts essential to an acceptable standard of living.  

A diverse workforce demonstrates that economic opportunity is 
accessible to all, creates a more welcoming work environment for all, 
and recognizes the value of different experiences and perspectives 
in decision making.

None of us are without bias, and creating an inclusive work 
environment will support both recruitment and retention of a diverse 
workforce, making for a more effective workplace.

The increasing income gap increases inequality and decreases faith 
that the economic system works for all.  Increasing wage equity can 
decrease inequality and increase a sense of shared interest.

Increasing wealth-building opportunities for workers can decrease 
inequality and increase upward mobility and a sense of empowerment 
and shared interest.

Family-friendly business practices (like primary caregiver leave) 
make it easier for employees to integrate work alongside time spent 
building healthy families.

Increasing use of non-full-time workforce by companies, and 
appetite for non-full-time work from workers, can lead to increasing 
vulnerability for families without access to quality affordable 
healthcare and insurance through full-time employment.

Job flexibility creates a more inclusive workplace by working with the 
different needs and resources of different employees and creating 
multiple pathways to success within an organization. Specific 
examples can be found in the B Impact Assessment.
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Gender Pay Equity (Non-Managers and Managers)

Management Diversity

Is average compensation for men and women equal in 
comparable non-managerial roles?

What % of management are women or individuals from 
minority or underrepresented populations?

Equal pay for equal work is fundamental to creating businesses that 
promote equality.

A diverse management team demonstrates inclusive leadership and 
opportunity for career advancement, creates a more welcoming work 
environment, and recognizes the value of different experiences and 
perspectives in decision making.



Inclusive Governance

Financial Transparency 

Supplier Diversity

Supplier Screening

Supplier Low Income Job Creation

Inclusive Business Model

Inclusive Business Model (%)

Ownership Diversity

Board Diversity

Separate from a mission statement, has your company 
legally ensured that inclusive governance and its social 
or environmental mission will be maintained over time, 
regardless of company ownership?

Does your company have a formal process to share financial 
information with its full-time employees?

What % of your Significant Suppliers are majority-
owned by women or individuals from underrepresented 
populations?

What is the social and environmental screen(s) used for 
a majority of your company’s Significant Suppliers?

What % of your Significant Suppliers are located 
in low-income communities, or create employment 
opportunities for other chronically underemployed 
populations?

Is your company’s business model designed to create a 
more inclusive economy? 

What % of the company’s revenues come from the 
company’s Inclusive Business Model  referenced in the 
question above?

What % of your company is owned by women and/or 
individuals from underrepresented populations?

What % of the members of your Board of Directors 
(or equivalent) are women or individuals from other 
underrepresented populations?

Inclusive governance creates legal accountability to consider 
stakeholder interests when making decisions, driving more inclusive 
business practices.

With transparency into financials, all workers can become partners 
in holding your company accountable to ensure budgets reflect your 
company’s values and priorities around inclusion.

Creating business development opportunities for businesses 
that drive inclusion increases the probability of their success by 
broadening market and network access.

Intentionally inclusive supplier policies help your company use its 
purchasing power to support businesses that drive inclusion and 
affirm the human rights and dignity or workers in your supply chain.

Creating business development opportunities for businesses 
that drive inclusion increases the probability of their success by 
broadening market and network access.

An inclusive business model goes beyond improving your company’s 
inclusive business practices, tying your company’s purpose to 
drive inclusion so that as your company grows, so, more directly, 
does an inclusive economy.  Examples include fair trade, workforce 
development, or providing access to basic services to low-income 
individuals; others can be found in the B Impact Assessment.

If you have an inclusive business model identified above, what 
is the magnitude of that business model in relation to your 
overall business? (e.g. what % of your revenues are from fair 
trade products, or what % of your workers are from a chronically 
underemployed population?)   

Diverse ownership can close wealth gaps and create broad wealth-
building opportunities for all.

Board diversity demonstrates inclusive leadership, recognizes the 
value of different experiences and perspectives in decision-making, 
and can drive more inclusive business practices.
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Governance

Important Note for Inclusion Challenge participants:
Recognizing that any list of ‘key’ metrics is debatable, and that 
the B Impact Assessment can always be improved, please 
use any other ‘inclusive economy’ metrics that resonate 
more within your company and share feedback at inclusion@
bcorporation.net

Definition: Underrepresented/Underserved populations:
This refers to groups who have traditionally not had equal access 
to economic opportunities because of discrimination or other 
societal barriers. This may vary by context and by geography and 
can include race, gender, ethnicity, sexual-orientation, disabilities, 
and/or low-income status.  Inclusion Challenge participants are 
welcome to prioritize among these or different populations, such 
as veterans or the formerly incarcerated.

B Lab’s  Inclusive Economy Metric Set (U.S.)

Community


